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Executive Summary

T

on Mother’s Day 2000, the start of the four-day meeting of the
12th Annual “Consumer Kids” Conference held in Palm Beach, Florida. Of all days
to launch a “consumer kids” conference, this group chose the day set aside to honor
mothers. The symbolism could not have been more powerful. It brought into stark relief
the fact that advertisers and marketers are, intentionally or not, bidding to substitute their
values — your values — for the values that mothers try to teach their children.
We are caregivers and nurturers of children. We come from varying walks of life and
professions and we hold differing political perspectives. We are united, however, in the
view that you are harming our children and that you must stop.
We do not believe that you intend to harm our children. We do not hold you solely
responsible for the harm to our children. We admit that we have not done all that we could
and should do to protect our children, and that there is much more that we must do.
We raise our voices to help breathe new life into simple common sense notions: all
adults must watch out for children; all adults, from parents to business leaders, must watch
what they do and say in front of children.
For us, our children are priceless gifts. For you, our children are customers, and childhood is a “market segment” to be exploited. We are alarmed by the mounting evidence,
including our own experiences, showing that marketing to children is harming them. In
pursuit of the market for children and youth, you are aggressively extending your reach,
going after age groups that until recently have been considered off limits, and occupying
more and more of our children’s psychic and physical space. (See pages 12-17). Using the
powerful tools of the behavioral sciences, and a range of powerful media technologies,
you are aggressively targeting babies and toddlers, and pursuing our children wherever
they go. (See pages 17-19). The line between meeting and creating consumer needs and
desires is increasingly being crossed, as your battery of highly trained and creative experts
study, analyze, persuade, and manipulate our children. The evidence of harm to our children’s physical, cognitive, and social health, to their values, and to their emotional wellbeing is overwhelming. (See pages 20-23).
We make the following commitments to the children we nurture and to each other
(See pages 24-27):
1) To look inward and work to change ourselves. We will strive to lead less
media-driven, work-driven, and consumption-driven lives.
2) To reassert ourselves and our values in the lives of our children. We will
teach our children self-discipline, empathy, moderation, and other values that
will help them resist the messages of marketing.
3) To be informed and to deconstruct advertising and marketing messages. We
will work to deepen our children’s understanding of the strategies used by
marketers.
4) To make our homes and families commerce-free zones. To the degree that
we are able, we will limit our children’s exposure to advertising and marketing.
HE LINE WAS DRAWN
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5) To reach out to our fellow citizens. We will join with our neighbors to form
communities of resistance to fight the pull of marketing in our lives.
6) To make our schools commercial-free zones. We will work to ensure that
there is no advertising, marketing, or market research in our children’s
schools.
7) To support companies that support us and refuse to support those that do
not. We will find out which companies are supporting us and which are not,
and we will make our purchasing decisions accordingly.
8) To work for public policies that adequately protect our children. We join in
the spirit of the “Golden Marble” protest against the awards program honoring the “best” advertisements and promotional campaigns aimed at children.
(See page 27). We join in the spirit of Commercial Alert’s 1999 letter urging
Congress to restore the Federal Trade Commission’s authority “to enact solutions” to the excessive commercialization of our children’s lives “before it gets
worse.” (See page 27).
We urge advertisers to endorse as minimum standards, the following Mothers’ Code for
Advertisers (See pages 28-29):
Mothers’ Code for Advertisers

1) No advertising, marketing, or market research in schools, including high
schools.
2) No targeting of advertising and marketing at children under the age of 8.
3) No product placement in movies and media programs targeted at children
and adolescents.
4) No behavioral science research to develop advertising and marketing aimed
at children and adolescents.
5) No advertising and marketing directed at children and adolescents that promote an ethic of selfishness and a focus on instant gratification.
6) Good faith efforts to reduce sponsorship of gratuitously sexual and/or violent programming likely to be watched by children.

WE CALL UPON ALL MOTHERS to join in this quest to “watch out for children.” Together,
we will say to anyone who would exploit our children, “No, you won’t. If you want to get
to our children, you will have to go through us.”
Watch Out for Children
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Why We Join Together

W

E WHO BEAR CHILDREN,

we who care for and raise them, declare ourselves in rebellion against a popular culture that is waging war on our children. At stake is the
idea of childhood. At stake, ultimately, is our humanity.
Much of this war is being waged, intentionally or not, by you, advertisers, and the
wide range of agencies you employ. We do not believe that you intend to harm our children. Perhaps you do not recognize that you are harming them. But you are harming them
with such growing intensity, and with such grave consequences for their well-being, that
we have no choice but to challenge you directly as a vital step in reversing the tide that
has turned against our children. That is why this mothers’ statement — this open letter —
is addressed to you.
The war’s many manifestations share one common feature: a growing willingness to
sacrifice the best interests of our children for the sake of money. In your desire to sell your
goods and services, you seem to be erasing all limits on what you will do and say in front
of our children.
In the increasingly intense competition for what advertising people call “share of
mind,” the driving messages are “You deserve a break today,” “Have it your way,” “Follow
your instincts. Obey your thirst,” “Just Do It,” “No Boundaries,” “Got The Urge?” These are
just a few of the many formulations of what has become the dominant message of advertising and marketing: that life is about selfishness, instant gratification, and materialism.
These values are at odds with the values we try to teach our children, values essential for civilized life: that children should care about others, that they should be able to
govern themselves, and that there is more to life than material things.
We see the assault on our children in the unrelieved affront to their senses and their
spirits nearly everywhere they go. We see it in the incessant advertising and marketing
beamed into our homes through radio, television, cable, and the Internet, and surrounding our children on billboards, in magazines, and in other media in schools and in our
neighborhoods. We see it in the ways that you target children at younger and younger ages
with increasingly sophisticated advertisements designed to cultivate as early as possible a
restless and insatiable appetite for wanting and buying things.
Entertainment Weekly, a leading magazine of popular culture, was recently moved to
ask: “Are there no limits?... Filth, raunch, violence, & hate rule pop culture — has showbiz finally gone too far?... And do audiences even care anymore?”1
We care. We are caregivers and nurturers of children. We come from varying walks of
life and professions, many different places, and we hold differing political perspectives. We
are joined, however, by our determination to protect our children. We are united in the
view that you are harming our children and that you must stop.
We do not hold you solely responsible for the harm to our children. We admit that we
have not done all that we could and should do to protect them, and that there is much
more that we must do. We commit to doing our part. We expect you to do your part.
We are aware that many advertisers have adopted voluntary codes of conduct to govern their affairs, that not all advertisers contribute to this problem to the same degree, and
Institute for American Values
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that some advertising promotes positive values. But it is clear to us that our children need
and deserve a much greater degree of protection.
We know that the challenges facing America’s children are the result of a multitude of
forces. We are well aware that you are not alone in the pursuit of commercial gain that is
so characteristic of our age. As the economist Robert Kuttner has put it, “the market is overtaking areas that once operated on the basis of other principles.”2 This trend is part and
parcel of a growing and increasingly globalized economy that recognizes few boundaries and in which “five multimedia conglomWe are united in the view that you
erates... exert unprecedented power in marketing messages and
are harming our children and
products to young people.”3
Against this backdrop, the nation also faces a crisis of values
that you must stop.
as adults of all backgrounds seem to have joined in the spirit of
the day, focusing primarily on their own self-interest and the gratification of their individual wants and desires. We are, all of us, caught up in a powerful
market-driven value system.
As advertisers, you may believe that you are merely riding this wave. But because you
are responsible for the advertisements and sponsor the programs that tell the tales that
shape and magnify our culture’s prevailing values, you have become the chief storytellers
of our age. A society’s stories help to shape its people, particularly its young people. You
therefore bear a special ethical responsibility.
Yet you seem to us to be increasingly unwilling to be responsible, to act with selfrestraint, or to respect the boundaries that, until recently, protected the innocence of childhood. You seem to us to be indifferent to how your marketing decisions affect our children.
We raise our voices in the hope of promoting a greater sense of responsibility among
mothers, fathers, and other caring adults — including those who lead your companies —
for doing their part to set matters right for our children.
We raise our voices to help breathe new life into simple common sense notions: all
adults must watch out for children; all adults, from parents to business leaders, must watch
what they do and say in front of children.

The Money World and the Motherworld

F

UNDAMENTALLY, WE FACE A CONFLICT OF VALUES.

It is a conflict between the values of the
money world4 and the values of the “motherworld” — the values of commerce and
the values required to raise healthy children.
We see one result of the conflict in the growing number of national surveys raising
concerns about the state of our children’s character. In 1998, for example, when USA Today
asked parents whether they thought it was harder to raise children to be “good people”
than it was in 1978, nearly nine out of 10 said yes. About three-fourths of the people polled
said that TV, movies, and popular music are, on the whole, negative influences on children.5 Another recent poll reveals that parents believe that marketing is making children
too materialistic and damaging their values and worldview.6
Watch Out for Children
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The difference between the money world and the motherworld is the difference
between means and ends. In the motherworld, children are ends in themselves. They are
priceless gifts. We love them. We care for their dignity and for their character. We are concerned for their souls. In the money world, our children are primarily means to other ends.
You want to maximize sales. For you, our children are customers, and childhood is a “market segment” to be exploited, a “demographic” for which you are competing.
In this conflict of values, you who see our children primarily as means to an end are
winning. We, who nurture and guide the children, are losing. Everywhere we turn, we see
the invasion of the motherworld by the money world. We see this trend in our daily struggles to teach our children to be patient, to be disciplined, and to respect family traditions.
We find ourselves regularly undermined by the values that dominate our cultural environment — an environment that, like the air we breathe, we cannot escape.

W

E ARE NOT PERSUADED,

as many advertisers and marketers argue, that advertising
and marketing are innocuous. We are alarmed by the mounting evidence of
harm to our children, evidence confirmed by our own experiences. It seems to
us that on the subject of marketing to children, what is good for your businesses is, on the
whole, bad for our children.
We recognize that you love your own children, and no doubt try to protect them from
the worst aspects of consumer culture. We suspect that, like us, you too are often torn as
you struggle to balance the exigencies of the bottom line with your own concerns for the
well-being of children. Many of us also work in the money world. But it is increasingly
clear to us that the values of commerce should not be the values of our homes. We must
all have sufficient space to teach our children the values of the motherworld before the
money world touches them.
Of course, some degree of conflict between the values of the money world and the
values of the motherworld is inevitable. We are mothers. You are business people. Our task
is to nurture and guide our children. Your task is to sell things. What you do never will
and never should be the same as what we do.
But today’s conflict between the motherworld and the money world is unprecedented and has never been so destructive. And there has not been a time in recent memory
when you have been so aggressive in your pursuits, with such apparent disregard for the
well-being of children. Or a time when families have been so alone in our defense of our
children. Or a time when our society has permitted you to act with such a sense of entitlement, with such indifference for the values of the motherworld, and with so little regard
for the ethical, civic, and human consequences of your actions.
Our nemesis is not the marketplace. We agree that economic freedom is one of the
foundations of democracy. Our nemesis is the value system that your advertising and marketing increasingly foster in our children. We mean the value system that promotes selfindulgence, assaults the idea of restraint, degrades human sexuality, promotes the notion
that our identity is determined by what we buy, and forces us constantly to scale down
our sensitivity to vulgarity, ugliness, and violence. There is nothing called “the market” that
compels you to promote that value system.
Institute for American Values
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For us, the line was drawn quite clearly on Mother’s Day, May 14, 2000. That Sunday
marked the start of the four-day meeting of the 12th Annual “Consumer Kids” Conference
held in Palm Beach, Florida. Industry leaders convened, as they do each year, to network,
have fun, and learn about the latest “trends, research, and marketing strategies” crucial to
their kid campaigns. Very talented people spent four days participating in workshops
designed to help them capture “the consumer kids market in the new millennium.” They
spent time learning about the “influence of schools in marketing
to kids,” how to “communicate to kids and moms in ways that
The “watch out for children” signs
eliminate the parental barriers to product trial,” how to create
reflected a
“consumer intimacy,” and “deciding if you should spend your
7
media dollars against moms, kids, or both.”
broad societal consensus.
Of all days to launch a “consumer kids” conference, this
group chose the day set aside to honor mothers. The symbolism
could not have been more powerful. It brought into stark relief the fact that advertisers and
marketers, intentionally or not, are bidding to substitute their values — your values — for
the values that mothers try to teach their children.
We have been slow to respond to this challenge because, as mothers in a culture that
does not truly value mothering, we have not always trusted our intuitions. In a world that
privileges the voices of “experts,” we have been hesitant to raise our voices as mothers.
We have not been as attentive as we should have been to the need to safeguard our children. Sometimes we have left our children unattended.
No longer. We cannot allow the values of the money world to displace the values of
the motherworld.
Our children are not for sale. We will watch out for children and we will insist that
you do the same. Put to the choice of acquiescing in a value system that is causing profound harm to our children, or resisting, we choose resistance.
We are rebellious mothers.

What You Are Doing To Our Children

N

OT TOO LONG AGO,

the “watch out for children” signs so common on our nation’s
streets had profound meaning beyond the obvious concern for the lives of young
pedestrians. Those signs reflected a broad societal consensus that children ought
to have a childhood during which they are shielded from certain aspects of the adult world
— especially those influences that could be harmful to their physical, psychological, and
moral development. Underlying this consensus was the premise that children should be
nurtured and guided in order to grow to be healthy, responsible, and virtuous adults. Also
underlying this consensus was the idea that childhood should be a protected time.8
It was understood that families were primarily responsible for teaching and guiding
children. But it was also assumed that other adults had important roles to play. It was thus
expected that adults would exercise self-restraint around children. All adults were expected to “watch out for children” — to be concerned not just for their physical safety, but also
Watch Out for Children
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for the development of their minds and souls. Many adults took it upon themselves to
guide and correct one another’s children, and felt compelled to watch what they did and
said in front of children.
Business institutions, too, were expected to be — and many were — deferential to
parents and to childhood. Advertisers once did a far better job of “watching out for children.” The National Association of Broadcasters’ voluntary Television Code, which was
adopted in 1952 and abolished thirty years later, required, among other things, that “in their
totality, programs should contribute to the sound, balanced development of children to
help them achieve a sense of the world at large and informed adjustments to their society.”9
The Code’s preamble said: “The advertisers who use television to convey their commercial messages also have a responsibility to the viewing audience. Their advertising messages should be presented in an honest, responsible, and tasteful manner.” The Code further provided that “the broadcaster and the advertiser should exercise special caution with
the content and presentation of television commercials placed in or near programs
designed for children. Exploitation of children should be avoided. Commercials directed to
children should in no way mislead as to the product’s performance and usefulness.”10
The Code pointed out that “because children are allowed to watch programs designed
primarily for adults, broadcasters should take this practice into account in the presentation
of material in such programs when children may constitute a substantial segment of the
audience.” The Code acknowledged that television is a social force that affects the “ability
of the child to make the transition to adult society,” and observed that a “child’s training
and experience during the formative years should include positive sets of values which will
allow the child to become a responsible adult, capable of coping with the challenges of
maturity.”11

T

ODAY, TELEVISION AND OTHER MEDIA

are even more compelling social forces than they
were when the Code was in effect. Television and other media are commanding
more and more of our attention, time, and energies. According to Kids & Media @
The New Millennium, a 1999 study conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation, our children are “immersed in media.”12 The typical child in the United States spends almost five
and a half hours each day consuming media outside of school. For children eight years of
age and older, the amount is nearly six and three-quarter hours a day. Children two to
seven years old spend an average of three and a half hours a day engrossed in media of
various types.13 In releasing the study, Drew Altman, Ph.D., president of the Kaiser Family
Foundation, noted that “watching TV, playing video games, listening to music, and surfing
the Internet have become a full-time job for the typical American child.... This study really underscores the importance of paying attention to the messages and information kids
are getting from the media, both good and bad.”14
Advertising and marketing drive media. In the words of media ecologist George
Gerbner, “a principal goal of all programming is to deliver audiences in a mood ready to
buy.”15 As Jean Kilbourne, the author of Can’t Buy My Love, puts it, “the media know that
television and radio programs are simply fillers for the space between commercials. They
Institute for American Values
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know that the programs that succeed are the ones that deliver the highest number of people to the advertisers. But not just any people...”16 There was a time when the focal point
of your attention was the 18-49 demographic. But increasingly, you are interested in children and teenagers.
Youth Markets Alert, an industry newsletter, reports that “products marketed to kids are
no longer limited to traditional kid fare such as toys and candy. A growing number of
companies are looking at children as potential adult customers.
Companies such as banks, car manufacturers, and hotels are hopThe unthinkable
ing to build relationships with children that will continue throughhas become
out adulthood.”17

A

commonplace.

1999 ARTICLE in Kidscreen, a newsletter “about reaching
children through entertainment,” notes that: “There have
never been more ways in the culture to support marketing toward kids, and there
have never been more outlets to study how to speak to them. That makes the competition
for kids’ attention significantly greater, forcing advertisers to work harder to get inside kids’
heads.”18
The competition to get inside our children’s heads has grown intense because children are where the money is — today and tomorrow. You spend more than $5 billion each
year on advertising and promotions to our children.19 Children “represent more market
potential than any other demographic segment,”20 according to James U. McNeal, a leading authority on the children’s market. Children ages four to 12 spent almost $27 billion of
their own money in 1998.21 Children directly influenced over $187 billion in parental purchases and indirectly influenced at least $300 billion more.22 According to one estimate, in
1999, U.S. teens spent about $100 billion and influenced others to spend an additional $50
billion.23 According to the ad tracker Competitive Media Reporting, “the total ad spending
on children’s educational, children’s and family entertainment and animation programming
for 2000 was $1.138 billion, up $20 million from 1999.”24
You are targeting ever-younger children and teens, who have huge and growing
amounts of disposable income. You are increasingly undermining the parent-child relationship by targeting parents through their children, since parental purchases are strongly
influenced by children’s desires and by their nagging. You are also targeting children as
future adults who, to the degree to which you are successful, will have developed strong
and abiding brand loyalties by the time they reach adulthood.25
As recently as a generation ago, it would have been unthinkable for so many advertisers and marketers to spend billions of dollars each year to target our children at the earliest possible age with the expressed intention of training them to be life-long consumers and
making them feel that their worth as people hinges on the products they buy. Or for businesses to invade public schools to bombard our children with advertisements throughout
the school day. Or for corporations to be allowed to use school children as subjects of market research. Or for so many behavioral scientists to lend their expertise to advertisers for
the purpose of helping them to manipulate our children. Or for so many advertisers and
advertising agencies to use and sponsor sex and violence so blatantly to sell their products.
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But the unthinkable has become commonplace.
You seem to have stopped caring about what you do and what you say in front of
our children.
In pursuit of the market for children and youth, you are going after age groups that
until recently have been considered off limits, thus occupying more and more of our children’s psychic and physical space.
Invading Psychic Space: Targeting Children from Birth

“All of these people understand something that is very basic and logical, that if
you own this child at an early age, you can own this child for years to come....
Companies are saying, ‘Hey, I want to own the kid younger and younger and
younger.’” Mike Searles, former president of Toys ‘R’ Us26
“Traditionally, it’s been a parent target, but we’re going to see that change in a
big way.... We’ve been seeing it in programming [Barney, Teletubbies]; it’s just a
matter of time before we see it in advertising as well.” Paul Kurnit, President,
Griffin Bacal, on targeting the zero to three demographic directly27
“When it comes to targeting kid consumers, we at General Mills follow the
Proctor and Gamble model of ‘cradle to grave’.... We believe in getting them early
and having them for life.” Wayne Chilicki, General Mills28
The name of the conference was “Play-Time, Snack-Time, Tot-Time: Targeting PreSchoolers and Their Parents,” and it made the point quite clearly. When it comes to marketing to children, you recognize no limits in the competition for “share of mind.”
Sponsored by the International Research Institute in cooperation with the Parenting
Group, the conference was held on March 13-14, 2000, in New York City, and attended
by leading advertising, marketing, and programming executives. The meeting’s stated goal
was to “create brand loyalty at an early age that will be remembered for generations.”29
A presentation by Paul Kurnit, President of Griffin Bacal, a leading ad agency specializing in the children’s market, explored in detail the phenomenon of “KGOY (Kids
Getting Older Younger)” and the subject of “New Media for the 0-3” age group.
Conference participants listened to “research findings and case studies from people
involved in brands such as ‘Thomas the Tank Engine,’ ‘Teletubbies,’ ‘Carter’s,’ ‘Sesame
Street,’ ‘Elmo’s World,’ and ‘Weeboks,’” and heard a presentation on insights “into the
motivations behind today’s mom’s behavior and how you, as marketers, can capitalize on
these motivations.”30
Among the objectives of the conference were to: “review marketing practices that
drive loyalty in the preschool market” and “analyze different research and focus group
methods used in determining the wants and needs of a pre-school child.” One workshop
provided “hands-on training” in the latest trend in effective toddler and youth research:
anthropological research, and the use of “observational research techniques” to help marInstitute for American Values
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keters “find out the desires of toddler-age consumers,” because “moms, dads, and grandparents are often unaware “of what [young children] do and really need.” These techniques, participants were told, allow them “to immerse [themselves] in the environment
and learn the deep needs of the individuals being observed” and “to identify [children’s]
real needs and motivations” in order to “develop products that answer these desires.”31
Presenters at this conference included executives from the Children’s Television
Workshop (now Sesame Workshop), the producers of Sesame
Street,32 and the itsy bitsy entertainment company, the distributors
The lines between
of Teletubbies, the first television program “designed to capture
advertising and programming
the audience of babies.”33

A

have been blurred.

showing that children as young
as twelve months can make brand associations, you have
apparently decided to go after our babies and toddlers directly. This intentional
targeting of babies and toddlers has broken one of the few remaining barriers in advertising and marketing. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) “strongly opposes programming that targets children younger than age 2, which may also be designed to market products.”34 Nevertheless, we see ads targeted with ever greater accuracy at very
young children who are at their most impressionable.
According to the media critic Douglas Rushkoff, “today the most intensely targeted
demographic is the baby — the future consumer...The fresh neurons of young brains are
valuable mental real estate to admen. By seeding their products and images early, the
marketers can do more than just develop brand recognition; they can literally cultivate a
demographic’s sensibilities as they are formed.... This indicates a long-term coercive strategy.”35
Young children believe what they see and hear.36 They do not understand that commercials and other marketing strategies are designed to get them to buy things. The lines
between advertising and programming have been blurred, making it possible for advertisers to use television programs to promote the sales of toys, and giving rise to a brisk
business in merchandising products with logos.37 Many best-selling toys are linked to characters in television programs and movies. Many of these toys are violent, leading many
experts to conclude that segments of the entertainment industry are intentionally marketing violence to children.38
The very early years of a child’s life are a time for developing trust and establishing a
sense of security. As they enter ages two and three, our babies begin to develop a sense
of independence and individuality. They learn to say “no” and exert their senses of self.
From ages three to seven, our little ones become extremely curious and their imaginations
run wild. This is the time when children develop attachments to special symbols of security.39
Young children use their play to develop ideas about the world and to grow as individuals. When their toys are linked to what they see in the media, they are more likely to
use their play to imitate what they see on the screen, including the violence, than to
engage in creative play and problem-solving and to use their imaginations.40
FTER CONDUCTING RESEARCH
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For us, this knowledge underscores the need to be careful to give our children just
the right balance of independence and security, the right amount of love and guidance to
teach them how to control their impulses, and enough play time and appropriate toys to
help them develop their budding imaginations and creativity. You use the same knowledge to figure out how to get our children fixated on your products, and how to entice
them to nag and whine until they get what you want them to want.
In the words of Kidscreen: “Progressive agencies meet with kids on a regular basis
to find out the relevant brand insight for new products and concepts. Beyond traditional
focus groups, methods employed include ‘friendship pairs,’ in which kids talk to each
other about products...; playlabs, to observe kids’ play patterns with products; and ....
CAPS (Child and Parents Studies)..., which evaluate the ‘nag factor’ (the influence kids
have in purchasing a product) by determining if the information communicated to a child
enables them to convince the parent to make a purchase.”41

T

of increasingly sophisticated behavioral science studies and techniques set forth in expensive and well-researched industry papers such as “The
Nag Factor,” and “The Art of Fine Whining,”42 you encourage our children to complain and cry until finally many of us break down and buy. Paco Underhill, an expert in
the “science” of shopping, notes that “a child’s creative impulse is expressed in his or her
search for the essential toy-ness in everything. ... if you want children to touch something,
you must only put it low enough, and they will find it. ... Supermarkets have been at the
forefront of exploiting the hands-on shopping style of children. We have countless videotape moments showing kids in grocery stores — begging, coaxing, whining, imploring
Mom or Dad to choose some item (and when that fails simply grabbing it and tossing it
into the cart).”43
And when mothers and fathers try to take control, your experts find a way to wrest
it from us again. According to Underhill, “supermarkets have gotten so good at appealing
to children that parents are in semi-revolt... We found an alarming trend in a study a few
years back: a growing number of parents who assiduously steer clear of the cookie and
cracker aisle in order to spare themselves the predictable youthful hue and cry. To counter that maneuver, our cookie manufacturer client began securing strategic adjacencies —
with appropriate aisle partners (cookies on one side of the aisle and baby food on the
other, for example...).”44
In the words of sociologist Amitai Etzioni, “children begin life as highly vulnerable
and dependent persons, unable to make reasonable choices on their own, and gradually
grow to become ... people able to make moral judgments, competent to act on their own,
and ready to be autonomous persons.”45 The younger children are, the more vulnerable
they are to the harmful effects of advertising.46
You and your agencies know that our children are more impressionable and vulnerable to your appeals than adults are. You seem glad that they are, for you show no qualms
about using these facts to exploit our children and undermine our role as parents. It troubles us that these facts, far from causing you to act with self-restraint, far from deterring
you, are attracting you.
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HROUGH THE USE

Invading Physical Space: A New School Curriculum

“It isn’t enough to advertise on television...You’ve got to reach kids throughout
their day — in school, as they’re shopping in the mall, or at the movies. You’ve
got to become part of the fabric of their lives.” Carol Herman, Senior Vice
President, Grey Advertising47
Your advertising appeals are no longer limited to the more
Our schools are beginning
than 20,000 or so television commercials seen each year by the
average American child.48 There are now ads almost everywhere
to resemble
we and our children turn. There are ads in airports, doctors’
commercial bazaars.
offices, movie theaters, hospitals, ATM machines, and garbage
cans, on roof tops, in elevators and the Internet, and on mobile
billboards, fruit, rockets, restroom walls, beach sand, and more. In the words of one advertising executive, “I don’t know if anything is sacred anymore.”49
In a report released last September, the General Accounting Office, an agency of the
United States Congress, found that “In-school marketing has become a growing industry.
Some marketing professionals are increasingly targeting children in school, companies are
becoming known for their successes in negotiating contracts between school districts and
beverage companies, and both educators, and corporate managers are attending conferences to learn how to increase revenue from in-school marketing for their schools and
companies.” The report found that “only 19 states currently have statutes or regulations
that address school-related commercial activities, but in 14 of these states, statutes and
regulations are not comprehensive...”50

A

CCORDING TO LIFETIME LEARNING SYSTEMS, a broker of school-business partnerships,
“School is ... the ideal time to influence attitudes, build long-term loyalties, introduce new products, test-market, promote sampling and trial usage, and — above
all — to generate immediate sales.”51
From school buses covered with ads, to book covers and day planners with commercial messages, to textbooks and other curricular materials sporting corporate logos, to
multi-million dollar deals with soda companies, a growing number of U.S. schools are
beginning to resemble commercial bazaars. The Center for the Analysis of Commercialism
in Education (CACE) has identified eight categories of schoolhouse commercialism: 1)
sponsorship of programs and activities; 2) exclusive agreements; 3) incentive programs;
4) appropriation of space; 5) sponsored education materials; 6) electronic marketing; 7)
privatization; and 8) fund-raising.52
The Colorado Springs School District 11 was one of the first school districts in the
nation directly to offer wholesale advertising opportunities to corporations. For $1,500 to
$12,000, “corporate partners” can buy ads on buses and commercial announcements during school athletic games. District 11 also has an exclusive contract with Coca-Cola pursuant to which “the district will receive $8.4 million over ten years — and more if it
exceeds its requirement of selling 70,000 cases of Coke products a year.”53
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Not long ago, a District official wrote to school administrators urging them to make
the Coke machines “accessible to students all day.”54 In spite of the growing concerns about
childhood obesity and the health effects of sugar and caffeine on children, when asked
about whether the company had a quota policy on sales in schools, a Coca-Cola
spokesperson responded: “If they want to make more money by selling more product,
we’ll work with them.”55

C

DISTRICT 11 is at the forefront of a growing national trend: “school-business
partnerships” through which corporations offer under-funded schools needed
resources in exchange for direct access to students — to sell products, to advertise,
and to use children as subjects of market research.
Through Channel One, a growing number of school children have become captives of
an increasingly commercial curriculum. Primedia’s Channel One is a commercial satellite
network that provides television sets to schools across the country in return for the right to
deliver ten minutes of news and two minutes of ads each day to about eight million middle, junior, and high school children. According to Joel Babbit, a former president of
Channel One, the network is a way of “forcing kids to watch two minutes of commercials.
... [T]he advertiser gets a group of kids who cannot go to the bathroom, who cannot change
the station, who cannot listen to their mother yell in the background, who cannot be playing Nintendo, who cannot have their headsets on.”56 Channel One is beamed into about
12,000 schools every day and one ad for the service proudly boasted to advertisers that it
is “viewed by more teens than any other television program.”57
Children in Channel One schools spend the equivalent of a full instructional week each
school year watching Channel One. According to the Center for Commercial-Free Public
Education, “Channel One’s daily broadcasts are twelve minutes long. However, only 20 percent of airtime is devoted to coverage of ‘recent political, economic, social, and cultural stories.’ The remaining 80 percent is spent on advertising, sports, weather and natural disasters, features, and Channel One promotions.”58 Spending precious school hours watching
ads is bad enough. What’s worse, our children, who are required by law to attend school,59
are being forced to watch ads for products that, in many cases, we find objectionable: snack
foods, sodas, candy and other products high in calories, sugar, and fat, as well as video
games, and movies, many of them violent. The end result is that you are increasingly taking over school time to promote unhealthy products and unhealthy habits and lifestyles.
According to a recent article in AAP News, the news magazine of the American Academy
of Pediatrics, “the programs also include an advertisement for beauty “aids” that reduce selfesteem in developing young women and advertisements displaying lifestyles that promote
disrespect, irresponsibility and inappropriate behaviors to young people.”60
Advertising in schools has become such a problem that a diverse coalition of organizations, led by Commercial Alert, an advocacy group which opposes the exploitation of children, and including the Eagle Forum, Consumers Union, American Family Association,
Center for a New American Dream, Focus on the Family, Coral Ridge Ministries, along with
many respected scholars, wrote to the Senate and House appropriations committees asking
them to stop all federal funding to Primedia’s Channel One.61 In the state of Maryland, legOLORADO
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islation was recently introduced to “require local school boards to develop policies to keep
students from being the targets of advertising in school, ban exclusive agreements with soft
drink companies and others who sell in vending machines, and prohibit advertising on
buses.”62 The coalition against commercialism in schools is large, broad-based and growing.
According to a recent issue of the journal Pediatrics, the journal of the American Academy
of Pediatrics, “Progressive consumer advocate Ralph Nader and conservative Phyllis Schlafly
both have taken positions and made statements against commercialism in the classroom.
The American Association of School Administrators, the National Parents Teachers
Association, The Southern Baptist Convention, The National Association of State Boards of
Education, and others have statements against commercialism in the schools.”63
Marketing in our children’s schools interferes with their education by taking their time
and attention away from their studies. It degrades their education by substituting the values
of commerce for the values of learning. It lends the schools’ stamp of approval to the idea
— your idea — that selling is always good and that buying should be a non-stop activity.
It sends the message that instant gratification is good. It compromises and ultimately supplants the moral authority of educators by constantly suggesting to students that everything
in life, even their education, is ultimately about spinning and pitching and soliciting.
Using Manipulative Tactics

“...We are in the business of manipulating people, and the question is are we going
to manipulate them in a good way or a bad way.” Barry Ornstein, senior
researcher, Hill Holiday Connors Cosmopoulos66
“[The] program has been designed to explore the hopes, wishes, and dreams of children and to apply those discoveries to the growth of your business.... Large group
ideation sessions are routinely held with one class in their own classroom. Small
group sessions can use sports teams, day camps or Scout groups. In-home groups
of family and friends can also be an option for learning about the world of children....Our staff has expertise and experience in both child development and psychology.” Promotional Materials, Innovation Focus64
“Advertising at its best is making people feel that without their product, you’re a
loser. Kids are very sensitive to that. If you tell them to buy something, they are
resistant. But if you tell them they’ll be a dork if they don’t, you’ve got their attention. You open up emotional vulnerabilities and it’s very easy to do with kids
because they’re emotionally vulnerable.” Nancy Shalek, former president, Shalek
Advertising Agency65
“Once agencies identify the aspect of a product that taps into a child’s deeper motivation, they can structure messages that connect with kids on psychological and
emotional levels.” Anne Adriance, strategic planning director, Saatchi & Saatchi Kid
Connection67
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With so much money to be made from our children, you are constantly trying to find
new ways to reach them. Your probing into our children’s minds, feelings, and sensibilities is becoming more invasive, and your strategies are increasingly coercive. According to
the Washington Post, “with the number of children in America larger than at the peak of
the baby boom, and their purchasing power growing faster than economists can measure
it, a vast service industry of market researchers, public relations firms, newsletters, and ad
agencies has sprung up to lead corporate America to young hearts, minds, and piggy
banks.”68 Among the keys to your successfully getting to our children is to “keep a finger
on the pulse of youth culture and trends.”69
Keeping that finger on the pulse of children’s culture has become a big business in
and of itself. Innovation Focus, Inc., a Lancaster, Pennsylvania-based company, is among
the companies probing young people’s minds. The most requested type of session apparently takes place in a school, according to Margaret Owens, a program manager at
Innovation Focus, because “children are most comfortable on their own turf with their
peers. That level of comfort, especially for children is important in getting honest, open
communication.”70

A

OWENS DESCRIBES IT, her work of observing and questioning students about their
“hopes, wishes and dreams” takes place anywhere that suits the “client’s needs.”
“She has run the program all over the country in schools, day care centers, and
even ‘mommy and me’ classes.”71
Our children are increasingly under scrutiny by your market researchers — in school,72
after school, at sports activities, during their community activities, at camp, with friends.
“What this system does,” according to the media critic Mark Crispin Miller, “is it closely studies the young, keeps them under very tight surveillance to figure out what will push their
buttons. Then it takes that and blares it back at them relentlessly and everywhere, because
these are interests with a tremendous amount of power and technological sophistication...”73
Your advertising and marketing agencies are increasingly using the tools of anthropology to study our children’s behavior, and the insights of other behavioral sciences to
manipulate our children’s feelings. In the words of Johann Wachs, formerly a “kid expert”
at Saatchi & Saatchi Kid Connection, your agencies are working “to be intimately familiar
with the ever-changing trends and fads of kid culture; to uncover their underlying psychological and emotional meaning; and to then apply these insights into developing marketing communications.”74
Take, for example, the Geppetto Group, an ad agency that “targets kids.” It “worked
with four or five practicing child psychologists to identify how kids characterize the relationships in their lives, and to mirror the best of those relational feelings in building product relationship messages. ...Within those differing relationships are the keys to effective
brand imaging, because you can use them to imbue your products with kid-familiar personality characteristics. The research identified six character types which marketers can
take to the bank by creating strong and appealing brand imaging.”75
Many advertising agencies work hard to stir up children’s anti-social urges. According
to Chris McKee, chief creative officer of the Geppetto group, “Taboos: flatulence, or sayS
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ing bad words, making fun of adults or people’s physical imperfections, are good for a
laugh because they are representative of all the things that kids are forbidden to do.”76 Gene
Del Vecchio, author of Creating Ever-Cool: A Marketer’s Guide To a Kid’s Heart, observes
that “cool can also be forbidden. As kids get to the tween and teen ages and the desire for
independence and rebellion raises its head, cool can become those things that are too
edgy, too rebellious by many parents’ standards.”77
A recent PBS FRONTLINE special report on marketing to
teens dramatically illustrated the extent to which our children are
under your gaze and the extent to which research and analysis You ask us to believe that your
done on our children shapes ads and programs which in turn
have little if any effect
help to shape our children. MTV, “long considered the arbiter of
on our children.
teen cool,” embarked in the late 1990s on a “major teen research
campaign, the hallmark of which was its ‘ethnographic study’ —
We are not persuaded.
visiting teen’s homes to view first hand their lives, interests and
ask some quite personal questions.” This ethnographic work,
which is continuing, is used by MTV to create characters and shows that “hook the teen
consumer.”78
According to Douglas Rushkoff, the correspondent on the program, “It’s one enclosed
feedback loop... Kids’ culture and media culture are now one and the same, and it
becomes impossible to tell which came first — the anger or the marketing of anger.”79
The line between meeting and creating consumer needs and desires is increasingly
being crossed, as your battery of creative experts study, analyze, persuade, and manipulate our children.
On September 30, 1999, Commercial Alert and 60 psychologists wrote to the American
Psychological Association (APA) describing “the use of psychological insight and methodology to bypass parents and influence the behavior and desires of children” as a “crisis for
the profession of psychology.” The letter observed that: “regrettably a large gap has arisen
between APA’s mission [to “work to mitigate the causes of human suffering” and to “help
the public in developing informed judgments”] and “the drift of the profession into helping corporations influence children for the purpose of selling products to them ... [T]oday
these practices are reaching epidemic levels, and with a complicity on the part of the psychological profession that exceeds that of the past. The result is an enormous advertising
and marketing onslaught that comprises, arguably, the largest single psychological project
ever undertaken.”
The authors urge the APA formally to denounce “the use of psychological techniques
to assist corporate marketing and advertising to children...amend the APA’s Ethics Code to
establish limits for psychologists regarding the use of psychological knowledge or techniques to observe, study, manipulate, harm, exploit, mislead, trick, or deceive children for
commercial purposes; and launch an ongoing campaign to probe, review and confront the
use of psychological research in advertising and marketing to children.”80
The APA has appointed a task force to consider the matter. In our opinion, you too
should seriously reconsider your use of the potent tools of the behavioral sciences to
manipulate our children.

ads
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The Harm to Our Children

Y

us to believe that your ads have little if any effect on our children. We are not persuaded. Much of your advertising and marketing has a profound negative effect on nearly every aspect of our children’s lives. There is
mounting evidence that advertising and marketing are adversely affecting our children’s
physical, cognitive, and social health, their values and emotional well-being, and “the very
nature of childhood itself.”81
OU FREQUENTLY ASK

Our Children’s Health and Well-Being

Studies show a significant link between increased television use, with its insistent
stream of commercials, and obesity, “the most prevalent nutritional disease among children in the United States.”82 Ads promoting the consumption of fast foods, snack foods,
processed foods and other foods high in fat, sugar, and calories, and low in nutritional
content are a common feature of commercial media. Commercials aired during children’s
programs often promote foods which in excessive quantities “may contribute to the energy imbalance that promotes obesity.”83
There has been a dramatic increase in the number of vending machines in our children’s schools. A recent Washington Post article notes that “one school in Prince George’s
County [MD] guaranteed sales of 4,500 cases of soda a year — or about 50 sodas a student. Some contracts state that schools could lose money if they turn off the machines at
lunchtime, as required by state and federal law. Blair’s [a Montgomery County high
school] machines were humming during a recent lunch hour, a common occurrence at
schools across the region.” The article concluded with the story of a senior at the school.
“Pressed for time to study for a calculus exam, she stopped by the machines one recent
day for a Pepsi and a bag of chips — skipping the lunch her mother packed: yogurt, cookies, and an apple. ‘It’s fast and it’s filling,’ she said with a smile. Although she sometimes
worries that such a meal could make her fat, she shrugged: ‘Part of you thinks about going
more healthy, but most kids just go more for what tastes good.’”84
The U.S. Department of Agriculture recently released a report on school lunch programs concluding that “when children are taught in the classroom about good nutrition
and the value of healthy food choices but are surrounded by vending machines, snack
bars, school stores and a la carte sales offering low nutrient density options, they receive
the message that good nutrition is merely an academic exercise.”85
Primedia’s Channel One often broadcasts ads for candy, snack foods, and soda.
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, ads for these products “almost never
give information about the foods children should eat to keep healthy.”86 According to a
recent article in AAP News, “These commercials encourage materialism and market products that in many cases can contribute to eating disorders, obesity, poor nutrition, inappropriate behaviors and poor self-esteem...”87
Spurred by news accounts that 13-15 million free Philip Morris book covers had been
sent to school children, a coalition of groups, led by Commercial Alert, and including the
American Heart Association, the American Lung Association, and the Latino Council on
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Alcohol and Tobacco, wrote to the National Association of Attorneys General asking that
it investigate whether Philip Morris is marketing tobacco products to school children
directly or indirectly in violation of the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement between certain tobacco companies and state officials. The January 3, 2001, letter noted that “Some
educators are rightly worried about whether these Philip Morris book covers will encourage children to use tobacco products. For example, on November 27th, Delaine Eastin,
California State Superintendent of Public Instruction, encouraged
California county and district superintendents to ‘thwart this
Exposure to sexualized and
attempt by the Philip Morris Tobacco Company to reach kids
with their message.’”88
violent advertisements and
In a 1999 letter asking that the Congress empower the FTC
programming is adversely
to protect children from harmful advertising, a broad-based coalition noted that “Advertisers flood children with ads for violent
affecting our children.
entertainment, including violent video games, movies, and television...The FTC recently reported to Congress that the alcohol
industry often advertises to audiences with large numbers of children...Children are inundated with ads for Whoppers, Happy Meals, Coke, Pepsi, Snickers bar, M&M’s, and other
junk foods and fast foods. These ads may contribute to skyrocketing levels of childhood
obesity...Similarly, childhood diabetes is also on the rise. It is a cause for shame that
advertisers in this country would devote their talents and energies to prod unsuspecting
children in these directions.”89
Our Children’s Values and Emotions

There is substantial evidence that, given its cumulative impact, your marketing is
emotionally harmful to our children and destructive to their values. In the words of
Debbie Weber, president of Multi-Media Promotions, Inc., and a professor of marketing,
today’s children are steeped in a “got-to-have-it or gimme attitude.”90
Gary Ruskin, who directs Commercial Alert, writes: “Advertising is a type of curriculum — the most persuasive in America today. It is one curriculum kids are excelling in.
The ads teach kids that buying is good and will make them happy. They teach that the
solution to life’s problems lies not in good values, hard work, or education, but in materialism and the purchasing of more and more things.”91 Research shows that people “highly focused on materialistic values... report less satisfaction with life, less happiness, worse
interpersonal relationships, more drug and alcohol abuse and less contribution to community.”92
According to professors of psychology Allen Kanner and Tim Kasser, signatories to
the September 30, 1999, Commercial Alert letter to the American Psychological
Association, ads that make children feel inadequate unless they buy an endless array of
goods and services contribute “to the formation of a shallow ‘consumer identity’ that is
obsessed with instant gratification and material wealth....From our clinical work we know
that when adults chronically deceive and manipulate... child[ren], it erodes the youngsters’
ability to trust others and feel secure in the world. We would expect the falsehoods and
distortions in commercials to have a similar effect.”93
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The evidence is increasingly clear: the commercial indoctrination to which you are
subjecting our children does not make for happy or fulfilled people. According to the psychologist David Myers, “the conclusion is startling because it challenges modern materialism. So far as happiness goes, it is not ‘the economy, stupid.’”94
The media critic Robert McChesney concludes that “it really promotes the sort of world
in which you don’t think anything matters, unless it serves your material gain. Why be honest? Why have integrity? Why care about other people? That’s for chumps. It’s all about taking care of number one....Why should I care about that other person, you know? What’s
in it for me?...And that’s not a healthy environment for society.”95 Alexis de Tocqueville long
ago called it democracy’s most dangerous temptation — self-centeredness or egotism, in
which “citizens have no sympathy for any but themselves.”96
In addition, the programs that your advertising sponsors have in recent years grown
increasingly sexual and violent.97 The National Institutes of Health declared in 1982 that television is an “important sex educator” that helps to shape our children’s beliefs and behaviors about sex.98 In the ensuing years, it has become even more so, and not for the better.
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics: “Billions of dollars are being spent
to encourage children and adolescents to buy products that are not healthy for them, with
American advertising messages often including inappropriate sexual innuendos in an
attempt to sell their products.”99 A 1999 Media Education Policy Statement issued by the
Academy of Pediatrics concluded that the average child “is exposed to more than 14,000
sexual references each year, yet only a handful provides an accurate portrayal of responsible sexual behavior....”100 In its 2001 study of sexual messages on television called Sex On
TV, the Kaiser Family Foundation found that 68 percent of all shows on TV in the 19992000 season included sexual content, up from 56 percent during the 97-98 television season. Noting that TV’s sexual messages “shape [young people’s] ideas of what other people
their age are doing, saying and thinking,” the study reported that the shows with sexual
content averaged more than four scenes with sexual content per hour.101

O

N JULY 26, 2000, four major health organizations, the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the American Medical Association, the American Psychological
Association, and the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, issued
an unprecedented joint statement declaring that “the conclusion of the public health community, based on over 30 years of research, is that viewing entertainment violence can lead
to increases in aggressive attitudes, values, and behavior, particularly in children. Its effects
are measurable and long-lasting. Moreover, prolonged viewing of media violence can lead
to emotional desensitization toward violence in real life.”102 The American Academy of
Pediatrics has concluded that “although media violence is not the only cause of violence in
American society, it is the single most easily remediable contributing factor.”103
Public health authorities agree that exposure to the sexualized and violent programming many of you sponsor is adversely affecting the values and behavior of children. A
1999 study published in Pediatrics, concluded that “American media contribute more to
adverse health outcomes than to positive or prosocial ones.”104
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It is painfully clear to us that our children are being shaped by a powerful, coercive,
and negative value system in which, according to the author Mary Pipher, “ bad choices
are constantly being reinforced.”105 The most pervasive effect, according to the psychologist David Walsh, is the promotion of a “culture of disrespect”: “The media have redefined
how we are supposed to treat one another. We’ve gone from ‘have a nice day’ to ‘make
my day.’ And too many of our kids have learned the lesson.”106

Why We Raise Our Voices as Mothers

T

You may not
“brand”

HERE IS LITTLE DOUBT THAT ADVERTISERS ARE, in a fundamental
our children.
sense, bidding to be substitute mothers for our children.
Consider the words of James U. McNeal. Children are
“born to be consumers.” They “begin their consumership early in life.” “The consumer
embryo begins to develop in the first year of existence.” Children are “consumer cadets.”
Advertisers seek to maintain “a permanent relationship with children.” They seek to “nurture kids as future consumers.” Their “long-term strategy” is “growing consumers from
childhood.” They seek to induce our children to “bond with” and “start relationships with”
their brands.107
This is, unmistakably, the language of marketing imitating the language of mothering.
We know that you reluctantly recognize us to be gatekeepers with respect to our children.108 In your planning and strategizing about how to get to our children, you consistently look for ways to neutralize our impact as gatekeepers. But we want to tell you clearly that we will not be neutralized.
There is an intense and growing competition between marketers and mothers. At stake
are bedrock issues: Who will raise our children? Who will tell them the stories that shape
their human character? Who will impart the values that give them a sense of purpose? Will
it be the money world or the motherworld? You or us?
We are determined that the money world will not raise our children. You may not
“grow” our children. You may not “bond” with them. You may not “brand” our children.
We are, as the feminist scholar Sara Ruddick describes us, “custodians of the promise
of birth.”109 We are persuaded, as the cultural critic Neil Postman has suggested, that mothers have a critical role to play in “overseeing” and saving childhood.110
We are at a critical turn, with the very idea of childhood under attack, and with it the
idea of motherhood. As a society, we must decide whether to continue to view childhood
as a time of relative innocence. More and more, the culture seems to teach that a good life
is a materially successful life, and that a primary goal of living is to garner material possessions. According to this contemporary view of childhood, childhood is to be gotten on
with as quickly as possible. In this view, what our children need most is help in promoting their cognitive development, and their ability to succeed at school and at work in order
to get the material possessions they want.
We reject this shallow, harmful, dehumanizing way of looking at childhood. It focuses almost exclusively on the material success of children and neglects the development of
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character. In such a climate, it is easy to see why barriers once regarded as sacrosanct are
being freely broken. But they are being broken at inestimable cost. We are mindful, as the
anthropologist Sarah Blaffer Hrdy has observed, that “to be distinctively human ... is to
develop this unique empathetic component that is the foundation of all morality.”111
Without a time for a childhood that nourishes our children’s spiritual and ethical capacities, it is very difficult to raise children with sympathy for those other than themselves.
We know that in order to protect our children from the threats of the money world,
we must change.
Among the key findings of the Kids and Media report is that “more and more children
spend more and more time with media messages absent adult supervision, adult oversight,
adult presence, or an adult game plan.”112 Children in our culture are increasingly alone and
left to fend for themselves. You know that there is a vacuum in the lives of many of our
children, and you have stepped in to fill it.
One reason that children have become such a powerful consumer force is that mothers and fathers have allowed it to happen. You target our children in part because we
have let you. We are chastened by the realization, as James U. McNeal has put it, that “You
have to go back to mom a little bit: by the time a little kid can follow the drool down his
chest he sees the Osh Kosh Begosh (logo.) Mom has introduced him to brands by age
one.”113
Johann Wachs, an advertising expert, describes the challenge this way: “With baby
boomers and (increasingly) Gen-Xers now parents, the cultural framework of childhood
has been drastically changed. More liberal generations apply new values to parenting,
authority, gender, family life, media consumption and leisure pursuits. Those generations’
most important childhood legacies are ... greater permissiveness, which spurs development (and commercial exploitation) of kid culture ... Childhood sure ain’t the same anymore.”114
We acknowledge that we, too, have been shaped by the culture of consumption. We
are not immune to your strategies. We too have been persuaded, as the media critic Jean
Kilbourne describes it, by a culture that encourages “escapism, consumerism, violence
and greed.”115

Our Pledge
We make the following commitments to the children we nurture and to each other.
1. To Look Inward and Work to Change Ourselves.

We will take stock of our own lives, mindful that, for our children, our actions speak
louder than words. We will think about the messages we are sending to our children in
the ways that we deal with money and material things, by how we use our time, how we
earn and spend our money, and how we shop.
We will consider the roles that media, advertising, and marketing play in our own
lives. We will ask, and honestly seek to answer, some basic questions. Do we deal with
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feelings of guilt by spending money on our children? Do we use money spent on our children as a substitute for time spent with them? Has our culture’s “me-first-gotta-have-itgimme” mentality affected us as well?
We will work to make the changes in our lives that will send a message to our children that we are breaking free of advertising’s and marketing’s hold on our own lives. We
will strive to lead less media-driven, work-driven, and consumption-driven lives, and
more balanced, fruitful, and purposeful lives.
2. To Reassert Ourselves and Our Values in the Lives of Our Children.

We will work with fathers and other adults to take more active roles in the lives of
children. We recognize that our children need more of our time focused specifically on
the work of building up their capacities to make ethical judgments, and more on helping
them understand the influence of media, advertising, and marketing in their lives.
We will devote more of our time to strengthening our children’s ethical foundations.
We will teach our children self-discipline, empathy, moderation, charity, and other values
that will help them resist the messages of advertising and marketing. We will do our best
each day to model in our own lives the values we seek to teach our children.
3. To Be Informed and To Deconstruct Advertising and Marketing
Messages.

We will work hard to deepen our — and our children’s — understanding of the
strategies and tactics used by advertisers and marketers. As the author Juliet Schor has
noted “the first step toward transforming America’s consumer culture is to understand it
better.”116 We will avail ourselves of the growing number of local, state, national, and international resources for education and action on dealing with the excesses of advertising
and marketing.117
4. To Make Our Homes Commerce-Free Zones.

We will take the steps necessary to make our families and homes safe havens for our
children. To the degree that we are able, we will limit the amount of advertising and marketing to which our children are exposed. We will strictly limit our children’s — and our
own — uses of TV, cable, radio, video games, and the Internet. We will actively resist
“branding”: we will stop allowing ourselves and our children to become walking billboards for advertisers. When we do watch TV, we will mute the TV during the commercials to get our families in the habit of avoiding advertisements. We will not allow our
children to be subjects of market research.
We will decrease the amount of time we and our children spend watching TV, listening to radio, playing video games, and surfing the Internet, and increase the amount
of time that we spend with our children engaged in activities that are not media-driven,
such as playing games, reading aloud, volunteering together, engaging in sports activities,
walking, and hiking. We will work to make our children media-literate — communicating
regularly with them about the messages conveyed by media, advertising, and marketing,
and the financial motivations driving those messages.118
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5. To Reach Out to Our Fellow Citizens.

We and our children will join with others to establish “communities of resistance” —
small groups of people focused on supporting each other in their efforts to resist the pull
of advertising and marketing in our lives. We will also establish links with other local,
state, national, and international groups to support each other’s efforts.119 We are heartened and encouraged by the successes of Commercial Alert; Obligation, Inc.; the Center
for Commercial-Free Public Education; Junkbusters and others in getting ZapMe! and
N2H2 out of our children’s schools.120
We will work to establish more spaces in which children can be safe from the
entreaties of advertising and marketing. We will work with other mothers and fathers to
ensure that schools, day care centers, and other centers of community activity are marketing-free, free of violent and sexually degrading programming, and the intrusions of
market researchers.
We will use the political and economic resources at our disposal in corporate
boardrooms, in executive suites, in all branches of government, in the marketplace, in
our communities of faith, in our neighborhoods, and in our homes, to reestablish a
proper balance between the values necessary for raising our children and the values of
commerce.
6. To Make Our Schools Commercial-Free Zones.

We will work to make sure that there is no advertising, marketing, or market research
in our children’s schools, and we will lobby school authorities to fund independent media
literacy programs in our schools, not programs sponsored and supported by media and
advertising organizations.121
7. To Support Companies that Support Us and Refuse to Support Those
That Do Not.

Advertising that promotes anti-social values, urges instant gratification, promotes selfindulgence, promotes an obsession with money and material things, and sells the idea
that “we are what we buy,” harms our children, undermines the authority of mothers and
fathers, and hurts society.
We will make it our business to find out which advertisers are supporting us and
which are not.
We will ask the advertisers of children’s products and services whether they: conduct
market research and advertising in schools; target babies and toddlers in their advertising
campaigns; or have conducted studies on the effects of their use of the behavioral sciences to market to children. We will personally review their advertising to see if they are
promoting destructive values. And we will make our consumer purchasing decisions
accordingly.
We will support — and urge our family, friends, and associates to support — companies that demonstrate their good faith and their willingness to watch out for children.
We will support companies that show that they respect the human dignity of our children
by voluntarily:
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• Adopting codes of conduct committing themselves to refrain from advertising
and marketing to children and adolescents;122
• Refraining from advertising and marketing in schools and conducting market
research in schools, including high schools;
• Refusing to use the resources of the behavioral sciences to manipulate children and adolescents;
• Producing clothing, accessories, and other merchandise that are not in themselves advertising for particular brands;
• Creating toys that promote creativity and are not linked to media programs.
As to those that do not, we will do our best to demonstrate to them that it is in their
business interest to change their ways. We will use our power as consumers and as stockholders, and urge others to do so as well.
8. To Work for Public Policies that Adequately Protect Our Children

We join in the spirit of the “Golden Marble” protest — the grass roots protest against
the industry awards program honoring the “best” advertisements and promotional campaigns aimed at children. The “Golden Marble” protest, believed to be the first public
demonstration against the over-commercialization of our children’s lives, called for greater
vigilance on the part of public servants to make sure that our children’s well-being is protected. The protesters called, among other initiatives, for a White House conference on corporate marketing; funding of the National Institutes of Health for research into the psychosocial and health effects of excessive marketing to children; federal regulation of marketing to children; the banning of marketing of products to children known to be harmful to
them; and making schools advertising-free zones. We support these initiatives and will
work to see them put into effect.123
We will also appeal to the President of the United States and to Congress to direct the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to undertake a comprehensive rule-making on the subject of advertising and marketing to children to protect children from harmful advertising,
and to appropriate adequate funding to permit the agency to carry out this task with dispatch.124 We join in the spirit of Commercial Alert’s October 12, 1999, letter to Speaker
Hastert and Senate Majority Leader Lott signed by a broad-based coalition and urging
Congress to repeal a 1980 law revoking the authority of the FTC “to enact rules against
advertisers who take advantage of the vulnerabilities of impressionable children.” We join
the signatories of that letter in urging Congress “to restore the FTC’s authority to enact solutions” to the excessive commercialization of our children’s lives “before it gets worse.”125
We will likewise appeal to the President and Congress to direct the Federal
Communications Commission to make recommendations for clarification of the standard of
service expected of broadcasters to protect children.126
WE CALL UPON ALL MOTHERS to join in this quest to “watch out for children.” Together,
we will say to anyone who would exploit our children, “No, you won’t. If you want to get
to our children, you will have to go through us.”
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Our Next Steps

O

this statement is to help establish a more vibrant culture of
childhood. As advertisers, your own self-interest is involved here as well.127 Neither
the money world nor democratic life can thrive in the absence of the virtue of
sympathy for others, which is profoundly weakened by the “me first” messages of most
advertising and marketing campaigns.
We understand that you face powerful competitive forces in the marketplace and that
it will take great courage for you to say “enough.” We promise that we will do our part to
support your company if it joins in the effort to address this problem. We will trumpet your
values and your courage, and we will not forget the companies that take aggressive steps
to protect our children.
We seek to spark a national debate to chart a new course of peaceful coexistence
between the money world and the motherworld. Remembering the days when you voluntarily subscribed to stricter codes of behavior, we have adopted, and urge you to
endorse, as minimum standards, the following Mothers’ Code for Advertisers.
UR PURPOSE IN ISSUING

Mothers’ Code for Advertisers

1) No advertising, marketing, or market research in schools, including high
schools.

2) No targeting of advertising and marketing at children under the age of 8.

3) No product placement in movies and media programs targeted at children
and adolescents.

4) No behavioral science research to develop advertising and marketing
aimed at children and adolescents.

5) No advertising and marketing directed at children and adolescents that
promote an ethic of selfishness and a focus on instant gratification.

6) Good faith efforts to reduce sponsorship of gratuitously sexual and/or violent programming likely to be watched by children.
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In
1)
2)
3)

the coming weeks, small groups of us will seek meetings with the heads of:
Advertiser and advertising agency trade associations;
The ten largest advertisers in the United States; and
Leading advertisers to children and teens, with the aim of sharing our concerns and
recommending our Mothers’ Code for Advertisers.

WE HOPE THAT YOU will be willing to begin a good faith dialogue focused on one question: How can we strike a better balance between your right to do business and the right
of mothers and fathers to raise children free from a barrage of harmful advertising and marketing?
In the months ahead, we will seek to learn more about: the ethical principles that guide
your work; what limits you recognize as you advertise and market to our children; the steps
you would be prepared to take to de-escalate the assault on childhood; and the steps you
would be prepared to take to help promote more positive values for our children.
We will issue a mothers’ report to the nation on the results of our efforts.

Conclusion

Y

OU, REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MONEY WORLD, are not solely responsible for the values
crisis among our children. We, representatives of the motherworld, fully accept our
share of responsibility. But, we can no longer allow you to avoid your share of
responsibility, and we urge you to accept it. We must watch out for children and we must
insist that you do the same.
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